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<table>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Russia</td>
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<tr>
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<td>Russia</td>
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<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
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<td>Japan</td>
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<tr>
<td>UK</td>
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<td>France</td>
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<td>UK</td>
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<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Green = NEFOS (New Emerging forces)
Yellow = OLDEFOS (Old Established Forces)
GLOBAL REBALANCING?

or

GLOBAL RESTRUCTURING?
INTELLECTUAL DUTY

1) To form united forces of intellectuals, scholars, activists of social and solidarity movement for a shared global future based on the ideals of Bandung Spirit (of Peace, Independence, Equality, Solidarity and Emancipation).

2) To accompany The Rise of Asia in Progressing Globally towards Sustainable Prosperity in Peace, Justice, Cooperation, Diversity and Solidarity.

3) Not to let anybody left behind. Empower or accompany the victims of global injustice (Palestine, Cuba, Africa...)

4) To go beyond NATO (No Action Talking Only). Translating discours into actions based on the ideals of Bandung Spirit.
EXAMPLE

BANDUNG SPIRIT CONFERENCE SERIES
Commemorative conference every five years (since 2005)
The Rise of Asia every year (since 2017)

BANDUNG SPIRIT BOOK SERIES
Edited volume of BS Conferences (5 volumes)

BANDUNG SPIRIT BULLETIN
Every three months (2 editions)

BANDUNG SPIRIT ONLINE CONVERSATION SERIES
Lebanon, Belarus, Russia-Ukraine War, G20 Summit in Indonesia...
Bandung, Belgrade and Havana Conferences are the most brilliant stars of the Bandung Constellation. Bandung was the "big bang" generating conferences, associations, international research centres, scientific disciplines, festivals, related to Africa and Asia. Belgrade represented the geographical basis (Asia and Africa) of Bandung to a set of principles devoid of geographical limits. Thanks to Belgrade, Bandung became universal. Belgrade also revealed the two "wings" of Non-Alignment: the "radical" one who wanted to put into practice the eradication of colonialism, imperialism and neo-colonialism, and the "moderate" one who preferred to focus their effort to maintain peace. The radical wing of Non-Alignment found the opportunity to manifest for the first time in Havana. While the moderate wing developed into regular summits of Non-Alignment to the present day.

This edited volume is intended to focus on ideas, thoughts, reflections, views around dreams, challenges and projects for a global future in the spirit of Bandung, Belgrade and Havana conferences. Written by scholars of diverse scientific disciplines and activists of social and solidarity movements, the volume is loosely structured successively around the Assessment of the 66 years of Bandung, the 50 years of Belgrade and the 55 years of Havana conferences; the Historical Views of the Bandung, Belgrade and Havana conferences seen from diverse regional perspectives (Africa, Asia, Middle East, Europe, Latin America, North America); the Global Transformation in ten countries from diverse angles and regional perspectives (Economy, Geopolitical Economy, Politics, China, Central and Eastern Europe, Gender and Women’s issues); the Future Perspectives based on diverse approaches (Civilization, Technology of Information and Communication, Geopolitical Economy, International Relations). The articles represent a combination of academic excellence and socio-political engagement of their authors in the spirit of Bandung. It is also in this spirit that the digital version of the book is to be made available online for free.

ARIMBI Diah Ariani (Indonesia), ARBT Herbert (Austria), ARTNER Anna Maria (Hungary), BARBERI Giovanni (Italy), BAZIL Issac (Burkina Faso, Canada), BHA BUBS, Borch (France), BISARIO Beatriz (Uruguay/Brazil), BOUCHARD-VABARA Ama (France), CAUZOSKI Jovan (Serbia), CEMER Gracjan (Poland), DREWESKI Bruno (France), FARID Halim (Indonesia), HELALI Christoher (USA), HERRERA Rémy (France), KHALAF Noha (Palestine/Iordan), KHUDORI Darwis (Indonesia/France), KONSTANTAKOPOULOS Dimitris (Greece), KRUPY Saman Sajjan (India), LABATT Batiste (Lebanon), LIN Chun (China/UK), MASSAIH Gustave (France), PAPE Wolfgang (Germany/Belgium), PARANZINO Michelle D. (USA), SABA AYON Hadi (France), UTAMA Wildan Sema (Indonesia), VARIS Tapio (Finland), ZEPP LARDUCHE Hega (Germany).
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